**PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS:** MAKE EXACTLY 7 IN X 10 IN. WHITE BACKGROUND WITH BLACK PRINTING.

**MATERIAL:** ADS-4574-01, PRESSURE SENSITIVE, ADHESIVE BACKED MATERIAL.

---

01 REMOVED "ALT. HEAT" COLUMN IN MOTOR SPEED WIRING CHART. NO CHANGE TO WIRING.

02 UPDATED TITLE BLOCK, REVISED MOTOR SPEED TABLE TO REFLECT NEW MODEL DESIGNATIONS. NO CHANGE TO WIRING.

03 REVISED WIRING SCHEMATIC TO REMOVE LINE VOLTAGE MOTOR WIRING AND REPLACE WITH 24V WIRING.

---

**NOTES COMPONENT CODES**

- **WIRE COLOR CODE**
  - BK......BLACK
  - BR......BROWN
  - BL.......BLUE
  - G........GREEN
  - GY......GRAY
  - O........ORANGE
  - PR......PURPLE
  - R........RED
  - W.......WHITE
  - Y........YELLOW

---

**WIRING INFORMATION**

- **LINE VOLTAGE**
  - FACTORY STANDARD
  - FACTORY OPTION
  - FIELD INSTALLED

- **LOW VOLTAGE**
  - FACTORY STANDARD
  - FIELD INSTALLED

- **REPLACEMENT WIRE**
  - MUST BE THE SAME SIZE AND TYPE OF INSULATION AS ORIGINAL (105°C MIN.)

---

**NOTES**

1. REFER TO SPEC SHEET FOR ACTUAL FACTORY MOTOR USE. USE OF "ALTERNATE HEAT" MAY NOT BE APPLICABLE TO ALL MODELS. SOME MODELS MAY USE DIFFERENT COMPONENTS.

2. TWO OR THREE WIRE MOTORS NEED TO BE INSTALLED ON MODEL.

---

**COMPONENT CODES**

---

**COMPONENT CODES**

---

**ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGRAM**

---

**NOTE:**

THE DOTTED BOX NEAR THE DRAWING NUMBER REPRESENTS A 25X25X20 DATA MATRIX. SEE ADS-10469-01 FOR DATA MATRIX SPECS.

---
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